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I got this as part of a bundle and after playing it for a bit it isn't worth the time. The controls are simple L\/R mouse click while
your ship(?) goes in constant forward as you try to avoid asteroids and collect starburst. Save your money and your time by
google searching for the anime images online.. Wow! I've played Ark and, let me tell ya. This game is awesome! Now, this isn't
Ark: Survival Evolved VR. (yet) It's a different sort of, an adventure game to go and discover or kill dinos. You research dinos
to get engram points, you use the engram points to learn how to make things, you then gather resources to build them, then use
the things you built to kill dinos. now, PAY ATTENTION! This will have an Ark: Survival Evolved VR game eventually. They
will also add Ark: Survival of the Fittest which is pretty much ARK: Fortnite. (it came out before Fortnite) So, overall this game
is great! 10/10. Whats not to like about this game? Everything is still great, even in 2019. Mods like brutal doom make the
experience a hell lot more enjoyable, though.. Jumps are useless.. Fun, but I'm left wondering what grants a three-star level.
Using the least amount of items in my inventory to complete the level or hitting the goal closest to center? One level had ~6
items in the inventory. I reached the goal using only two items and received a single-star rating. What!? I used different items in
the inventory and was eventually able to get a three-star rating. What!? What!? Yes, I'm the anal, over-achiever who wants three
stars on every level, so it got old fast. I stopped playing because of the unpredictable ratings.

If you just to play through the levels and solve the puzzles without any concern for the ratings, this is a great puzzle game and
utilizes controls and space well.
*It has implemented blink\/transport locomotion.
*Controls are intuitive and work well with the environment.
*It would have been nice had they utilized true room-size room scale for this game. It would have made for a more enjoyable,
more immersive experience.
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Its an incremental game with no settings at all, no achievements, no content realy.. If you like challenges, then this is definitely
the game for you. Take sometimes to get used to the controller but once you mattered it, the game is really fun. It won\u2019t
take you a lot of time to finish each stage and you can save your progress easily. Highly recommend for busy players, who want
to play a game during breaks. Definitely love those bosses in this game.. The only reasons i dislike the game a.multiplayer and b.
the music. The game is quite good and I really like it. There is plenty of puzzles which are not obvious and can provide a decent
challenge. The avatar art doesn't seem to match but it is still good, the story is quite intriguing. Can be hard to follow at first but
it keeps you interested. Overall, the game is well done and I highly recommend it, especially at the listed price.

. Nice graphics, so-so plot. This was a pleasure to play but not really that special. For a point and click adventure I would rate it
a 7 I guess.... good then already a big congratulations to the developer of the game!!
this game is very beautiful graphically
the sound is good!
you can create your own world and share it to everyone making the game infinite
the speedrun world is great for all speedrun
I strongly advise this game that does not cost very expensive to have a good time!. good morning jesus good morning sinners!
let's see what bundle game the stork brought down from heaven for me today.

amygdala, eh? oh look at that, the top review was admittedly paid for with a free key. we are off to a great start. has anyone in
the history of steam been given a free key then written a bad review? anyway, let's get into this one.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=482586734

the best part of this game is that team button. it is a simple list for saint peter to use so he knows exactly which evil sinner devs
are responsible for this. no need to consult god on this one, friend peter, because none of these sinners are getting into the pearly
gates.

this is your basic platformer. you are a blob with a useless third eye. maybe you can see the future or something, i don't know.
almost right away i run into things like this:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=482586452

some enemies hurt you when you touch them, but then i can just stand on top of crabby here and nothing happens at all. even
better, i can just push crabs off the platform straight down to the abyss of hell. this is how i want to play. green blob, say hello to
satan for me! knight with sword head, your evil sinner creators will be down to see you soon enough! the only fun i had in this
game is seeing which creatures i could push over the edge.

one more thing to point out to the sinners, dear jesus. why is it that sometimes i can get hit 15 times without dying, while other
times i am killed by a single hit? there is no life bar or hearts or anything useful like that, so the game is going to kill you when it
feels like killing you. that is frustrating, but not in the 'good' way. i don't think that is asking too much to know how many hits i
can take before i die.

i made the game pretty fun for myself for a while, but i did not play as the devs intended, so this one gets a thumbs down in the
end.

god bless amen

. its dumb u dont get to play it it would be even cooler if u could control ur guys but u cant!. If you have a low blood pressure,
try this. Instant cure.
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